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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
ROGER H. ZILKE
Berrien County Drain Commissioner

>I

Hello All,

was outside working Sunday. Birds were
singing, it was 58° and the last remnants
of “old man winter” were melting away.
The Winter Conference is in the rear view mirror
and the road ahead appears smooth and straight.
Not so Fast! This is the busy year cycle for drain/
water resource commissioners. Yes, it’s election
year! We even scheduled our summer conference
later in August to accommodate the primary
election date should any of us be challenged.
It was great to see all who attended the conference
up at the “Resort”. To those not there, you missed
a good one. Many thanks to all hands that worked
so hard to make it a success. And thanks to our
Associate Members for the presentation of an
outstanding Trade Show. To those who gave
time and effort to present enjoyable, informative
programs of a timely topic, more thank yous around.
Old business from on top of my Soap Box! I just
want to remind all of us that, like it or not, each of

202 Morrell St.
Charlotte, MI 48813
(517) 543-3430
(800) 527-4604
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us represent the MACDC, and in fact, are the face
of MACDC in front of many local, regional or state
wide organizations that see or experience what we
do or don’t do, and how it gets done, or not. Our
efforts, or lack thereof, gets plenty of scrutiny, and
the scrutiny increases as some of our “projects”
receive notoriety from adverse press coverage.
Generally (my experience only), no one thanks you
for doing something that is expected. But, go a little
too far, or do something that is beyond expectations,
or don’t do enough, we will certainly be criticized
for that. Keep in mind, we are all in the same boat
holding an oar. If we all pull at the same time, it’s easy.
New Business – I’ll try to make it to your
Spring district meetings. And start preparing
for the Summer Conference at Shanty Creek
(I think I saw my golf clubs the other day!).
Later
Roger
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WINTER CONFERENCE RECAP
PART 91 UPDATES AND EMERGING BEST
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
Sarah Ehinger, MDEQ, Water
Resources Division
Part 91 Updates. Ms. Ehinger
discussed changes to Part
91 of the Natural Resources
and Environmental Protection
Act of 1994. House Bill 4604
(Public Act 2 of 2016) provides
new exemptions for certain
agricultural activities.

Sarah Ehinger

Additional exemptions for the agricultural
community include:
• Construction, maintenance or
removal of fences and fence lines
• Removal of tree or shrub stumps and roots for
conversion to agricultural purposes
• The installation of drainage tile, irrigation, or
electrical lines (this exemption does not remove
exemptions for other permits.
• Construction or maintenance of one or more
ponds that meet the following criteria
o The pond is smaller than five acres in area;
o Construction will not result in discharge of
storm water to waters of the state; and
o The pond construction is not part of a larger
development.
Wetlands are not addressed in the new statute
and would still require a wetland permit. These
changes should help address many of the issues/
confusion for farmers obtaining soil erosion permits.
Also discussed was the new MiWaters database
on the State of Michigan website. The new site
allows for permits to be paid online, and notice of
coverage is all online now. Any WRD DEQ permit
can be applied for on the MiWaters site. The site
is https://miwaters.deq.state.mi.us.
Emerging Best Management Practices.
Ms. Ehinger discussed two new BMPs: skimmers
and Hydraulic Erosion Control Product.
Skimmers offer a solution to the perforated riser
pipes used in sediment basins during construction. Instead of the riser pipe they consist of a
flexible hose attached to the skimmer that floats
6 | VOL 25, NO. 1 | SPRING 2016

up and down depending on the water level.
Skimmers draw water off the top allowing for the
cleanest water. These products are being used in
a number of other states and are now even required in some.
Hydraulic Erosion Control Product (HECP), also
known as bonded fiber matrix, is applied hydraulically to provide the performance of a blanket, but
without the difficulty of application, especially on
steep grades. These products also include a tackifier which creates a crust as it dries to keep it in
place. Performance enhancers can also be added
such as fertilizers or soil amendments.
MISS DIG SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS &
COMPLIANCE
Eric Urbain, MISS DIG
MISS DIG is a non-profit corporation founded in 1970 in Auburn Hills. It is the oldest company of its type in the country
and is independent from the
State of Michigan. In 2013 PA
174 was passed, the “MISS
DIG Law”. MISS DIG did not
author the law and there has Eric Urbain
been confusion over compliance among utilities. The statute states that excavators must contact MISS DIG
and excavate softly, and utility owners must locate
and mark their lines.
According to PA 174 all facility owners must be
members of the MISS DIG system. Facility owners
are any entity that owns and operates an underground utility in the public right-of-way. According
to the act, Drain Commissioners are exempt from
having to locate and mark county drains. If a utility
is not marked, a contractor cannot be held liable if
it gets damaged.
Facility owners establish a mapped database of
the area in which tickets are to be received. Although Drain Commissioners are exempt from
having to respond to the tickets they receive they
are still required to identify an individual in their
office to receive the tickets. Those entities exempt from marking or responding will be notated
as such in the MISS DIG positive response system.

Membership in MISS DIG is enforced by the Michigan Public Service Commission. Typically enforcement is taken if a complaint is filed with the
commission.

OVERVIEW OF UPDATED MACDC DRAIN
FORMS
Stacy Hissong, Fahey Schultz Burzych Rhodes,
PLC; Brady Harrington, MDARD

MACDC PUBLIC RELATIONS PLAN
Mike Nowlin, Gud Marketing

This session provided an
overview of the updated
MACDC drain forms as well
as common mistakes that can
occur when drafting these
documents. Stacy Hissong
and Brady Harrington shared
ten tips for filling out the
forms, which had previously
not been updated in about
twenty years.

This session presented an
overview of the new Public
Relations campaign aiming
to enhance the perception
and visibility of county drain
and water resources commissioners throughout Michigan. Gud Marketing conducted interviews, as well as Mike Nowlin
online surveys, of municipal
and county officials: results
showed a positive to neutral perception of drain
commissioners.
The goal of the new public relations plan is to grow
awareness through education on water quality
and stormwater management. During the first tier
roll out the intended audience is the Michigan Association of Counties (MAC), Michigan Township
Association (MTA), and the Michigan Municipal
League (MML). In the second tier audience becomes the news media and state legislators. One
of the key ways to advance MACDC is to share
success stories with the media.
Some of the strategies and tactics to be used include:
• Better engagement of MACDC members
• Improving the MACDC website: add a
downloadable brochure, links to social media,
and enhancements to news and events section
• Better utilize MACDC communications tools:
digital version of Pipeline magazine, local
newspaper commentaries, and local media
outreach
• Embrace new tools: media kit, power point, and
social media
• Engage partners (MAC, MTA, MTAS, MML,
Michigan Legislature) and utilize partners’ media
and learning platforms

Stacy Hissong

1. No more “praying” for
drains.
2. Do not add consolidating
to any list. Consult legal
counsel when doing a
consolidation project.
3. Do not rename the drain.
4. Write out Board of
Determination (BOD)
Brady Harrington
motions – make sure
motions are correct.
Minutes and motions should match.
5. Just sign and date! No more “Given under my
hand…” or “Given under our hands…”
6. Counting Intercounty Signatures: Pull deeds
for properties along the Drain; Count the
property owners traversed and divide by two;
Signatures can be from anywhere in the
Drainage District
7. Check drain status – before accepting a
petition
for maintenance and improvement, check to
see if the petitioned drain is a county drain or
an intercounty drain.
8. Appoint your BOD members wisely - make
sure they own property in the county but not in
the drainage district or municipalities affected
by the drain
9. Necessary or not? Use the proper form
depending on the BOD’s determination.
10. Update your surveys. When drafting the final
order, include an up-to-date survey of the Drain.
These updates will make the forms more understandable to the general public and limit mistakes.
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WINTER CONFERENCE RECAP CONTINUED
APPORTIONMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS
Brian Cenci, PE, ENG, Inc; Doug Kelly,
Clark Hill, PLC

CONTRACTOR BIDDING TIPS
Brian Cenci, PE, ENG, Inc; Mel Plockmeyer,
Quantum Construction

During this session, Brian
Cenci and Doug Kelly discussed some of the matters
associated with apportionments and assessments.
Section 151 of the Drain Code
lays out the foundation for
landowners to be assessed.
In Section 152 it states that
all apportionments of benefits under the provisions
of this act shall be upon the
principle of benefits derived.
“Benefits derived” is not defined in the Drain Code, but
the focus is on honest and
sensible judgments.

Brian Cenci and Mel Plockmeyer covered the
following topics in this session:
• Issues that should be
considered when putting
together bid documents
and plans for Contractors
to bid on Drain projects
• A view from both the Contractor’s and Owner’s/Engineer’s perspective on various bidding issues
• How to structure bids in Mel Plockmeyer
order to receive the most
competitive bids at the most practical cost

Brian Cenci

Apportionments are within
the sole discretion of the
Doug Kelly
Drain Commissioner.
They
must be justifiable, reasonable, consistent, logical, objective, DEFENSIBLE,
and have equality regarding the rights among
property owners similarly situated. It’s important
that the assessment on the property be of a similar value to the amount assessed. The increase
in property value must be at least the amount
assessed on the property.
At-large apportionments to cities, villages, or
townships must be based on public health, convenience or welfare, or for roads under their jurisdiction. At-large apportionments for counties are apportioned based on the benefits to county roads.
The following are exemptions from assessments:
• Lands owned by the Federal Government
• Lands owned by the State of Michigan
• Land owned by county, city, village or school
district and used for a public purpose
• Lands dedicated to the public and actually used
as a highway or alley, and not used for gain
Other Potential Exemptions:
• Tribal Lands
• Land Banks – partially exempt – when owned
by the land bank the property is exempt, but the
future purchaser will be subject to special
assessments
• Senior and Disabled Citizens
8 | VOL 25, NO. 1 | SPRING 2016

Lump Sum versus Unit Price Work
In a lump sum bid the agreement is to perform
work at a fixed price; all work items are included in
this cost regardless of the cost to the contractor.
The advantage is that costs are known up front,
there is low risk to owner, and contractor selection
is easy. Disadvantages include changes may be
costly to implement, the contractor carries much
of the risk, and this type of bid may scare contractors away from bidding.
Unit Price Work is based on the estimated quantities of work items included in the project and
their unit prices. Final pricing is determined by the
actual amount of each item needed to complete
the project. In this type of bid the advantages are
that costs are based on actual quantities, the risk
is shared, changes to the project are easier to
handle, and contractor selection is fair. Disadvantages include the requirement of more design to
get quantities accurate, it can unbalance bids, and
if there are not enough units, there may be large
quantity changes.
Prior to the start of a job there are certain costs
that the contractor may incur through bid preparation, bonds, insurance, and permits. Engineers/
Owners can help Contractors prepare a more accurate bid by holding a pre-bid conference, clearly defining the work requirements, and providing
the anticipated schedule.

INTERIM BORROWINGS – BORROWERS BEWARE
Robert J. Bendzinski, Bendzinski & Co. and
Terence M. Donnelly, Dickinson Wright, PLLC
Interim borrowings are undertaken to pay preliminary
costs of a petitioned drain
project. These preliminary
costs include engineering
fees, land/easement acquisition costs, legal fees, and
feasibility or environmental
studies. Interim borrowings
have become much more
common, especially as revolving funds are not as readily available.

Robert J. Bendzinksi

Hiring Public Finance Professionals
It’s important to hire public finance professionals as soon
as possible at the beginning
of a project. The team should
Terrence M. Donnelly
consist of a municipal advisor
and bond counsel. This team
will be able to ensure that your interim borrowing is sized correctly and that the maturity for the
interim borrowing is beyond the expected date of
issuance of the bonds that will be issued to provide the permanent financing for the project.
Considerations for Interim Borrowings
When looking to use an interim borrowing there
are matters that should be considered: the purpose and amount of the borrowing, the viability
of the project, whether the project is highly controversial and may not reach completion are important in considering interim financing, potential
issues with land acquisition, the affordability of
the proposed assessments and the ability to obtain all necessary permits. In addition, drain commissioners should consider the timing of bond issuance for prepayment of the interim borrowing
and whether the borrowing has to be approved by
the Michigan Department of Treasury and should
determine that the drainage district and the drain
have been properly established.
Authority to Borrow
Interim borrowings for drain projects involve the
issuance of short term notes to pay preliminary
costs. You must have specific statutory authority
to borrow, certain sections of the Drain Code allow for this. There is no implied power to borrow.

Specific authority to borrow in found in Sections
434, 479 and 531. In Chapters 4, 6 and 8, Section
434 notes over $300,000 must be approved by
the Department of Treasury. In Chapter 20, Section 479 and Chapter 21, Section 531, no Department of Treasury approval is required.
Security and Sources of Payment
Most interim notes are issued in anticipation of
and payable from the proceeds of bonds issued
to provide the long-term financing for the project. These are known as bond anticipation notes
(BANs). Special assessments cannot be used to
pay these notes since the project has not reached
the point of being able to levy special assessments. If possible the county should issue a full
faith and credit resolution (authorized under Section 434, but not Sections 479 or 531). This pledge
would be called only in the event that the longterm bonds were not issued and there is no money available to the drainage district to repay the
notes. Without the resolution default could result
in limiting the future borrowing power of the affected drainage district and possibly affect drain
projects state wide.
Method of Sale
There are two types of sales for interim borrowings – competitive and negotiated. The competitive method is rarely used for interim notes and
requires a notice of sale to be published in the
Bond Buyer. A negotiated sale involves the use of
a placement agent or sending a request for bids
to a limited pool of potential purchasers.
Risk Factors of Interim Borrowings
If a county pledges its credit to the payment of an
interim note and has to pay on the note because
the bonds have not been issued, there is more
risk to the county to be able to recover the costs
of the interim note for an intercounty drain than
for an intracounty drain. In the case of an intracounty drain, if revolving fund moneys have been
spent or the drainage district has issued notes to
pay preliminary costs, the board of commissioners
is authorized to order the drain commissioner to
spread the costs of the advance from the revolving fund or the interim note against the petitioners
or, if the amount is too large, to spread the costs
over the entire drainage district. There is no similar provision in Section 307 to recover the costs of
an interim note issued by an intercounty drainage
district. The MACDC is pursuing amendments to
Sections 306 and 307 to provide for intercounty
drain projects to be treated in the same way for
an intracounty drain.
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WINTER CONFERENCE RECAP CONTINUED
APPEALS UNDER THE DRAIN CODE
Stacy Hissong, Fahey Schultz Burzych Rhodes, PLC
Appeals under the Drain Code can take many
forms depending on the type of project, what is
appealed and when it is appealed. Appeals can
lead to delays, unwanted publicity, increased
project costs, or in some circumstances, an order
prohibiting the project altogether. In this session,
Stacy Hissong reviewed different types of appeals
and how to avoid and defend them.
1. Appeals of Board of Determination “Necessity”
Decisions
• Utilize a court reporter - if there is no transcript, the Court must rely on minutes as the
only evidence of what was said during the
meeting
• Provide an inspection report with photographs
• Ensure the BOD members make appropriately
worded motions and deliberate the decision.
• Consider having your engineer and attorney
present at the Board of Determination
2. Appeals of Board of Determination Public
Health Decisions
• Send out the notifications regarding necessity to the municipalities immediately after the
Board of Determination hearing
• The engineer’s report/presentation should include public health issues
• Ensure the BOD members make appropriately
worded motions and deliberate the decision.
• Ensure the Order of Necessity is worded and
filled out correctly
3. Appeals of Drainage District Boundary Revisions
• Sign the order revising the drainage district
boundaries as soon as possible after the hearing
• Ensure the Drain office has enough information from the engineers relating to the recommendations for revisions available at the hearing to make a sufficient record
• If a property owner disputes a boundary decision, the engineers/drain commissioner
should make a written finding and the reasons
for the finding
4. Appeals of Apportionments
• Use a methodology that is understandable to
the general public
• Check the roll to ensure that the correct parcels are receiving apportionments
• Apply the methodology consistently throughout the entire roll
• Consider having engineers present on the
day of review to assist in explaining the
project and/or how the methodology was
applied to a specific parcel
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5. Challenges Involving Procedural Errors
• Legal counsel should review or assist with
preparation of all petition related documents
• Involve bond counsel at the beginning of the
project to assist with the procedural review
• Advise legal counsel of any potential irregularities immediately so they can be correct
without delay or further expense
• The “clock” for procedural challenges does
not start running until the Final Order of Determination is signed
• Utilize petition checklists to ensure that all
documents are filed in the correct order and
in a timely manner
GIZMOS, GADGETS AND GREAT IDEAS
Brian Jonckheere, Livingston County Drain
Commissioner and James Ensign, Spicer Group

Brian Jonkheere: James Ensign

Brian and James were back for the second
installment of Gizmos with some new innovations
and fascinating video. Showcased projects were:
Berrien’s Big Blockage Buster. Berrien County Drain Commissioner Roger Zilke created an
ingenious device for cleaning culverts. The locally
welded equipment easily attaches to a bulldozer
and includes a pivoting arm. Once inserted into
the culvert a folding shovel drops down and pulls
debris and sediment out of the culvert.
Clinton County Pipe Spear. This clever invention
involves a length of pipe attached to a dump truck
scoop. The driver can then insert the pipe into a
length of corrugated plastic pipe allowing for easy
pick-up and sorting.

Clinton County Map Improvements. Clinton
County has come up with a great way to allow
maintenance workers easy access to maps in the
field. All county drain maps were indexed into a
binder. This is a wonderful solution for counties
not using GIS.
From Paper to Tablets. The Eaton County Drain
Commissioners’ Office has put all of their permit
and inspection information into tablets. Utilizing
GPS the tablet knows which job site workers are
visiting and can pull up the appropriate permits.
Additional information can also be scanned into
the tablets, and inspections cannot be made
unless a worker is on a job site.
FOCUSING ON THE OBJECTIVE: THE BIG
MARSH EXPERIENCE
Christine Kosmowski, Calhoun County Water
Resources Commissioner; Brady Harrington,
MDARD; Randy Ramsey, PE, Civil Engineers, Inc;
Michael Woodworth, Woodworth Law Firm

Drive, will be completed this summer with a roadway being abandoned to give the stream a natural
channel.
From the time the Calhoun County Road Commission filed the petition in 2009 it took over four
years to move forward on the project due to an
initial finding of no necessity. Further complicating
matters, litigation was filed against the drainage
board. Calhoun County Circuit Court ruled that the
Road Commission did not have the authority to petition for the project. In 2013 the case was heard
by the Michigan Court of Appeals who also ruled
that the Road Commission also did not have authority. Then in April 2013 the Michigan Supreme
Court heard Elba Township v Gratiot County Drain
Commissioner and ruled that Section 161 applies
to all non-constitutional claims challenging Drain
Code proceedings. This ruling caused the Michigan Court of Appeals to reconsider their original
finding.

Christine Kosmowski, Randy Ramsey, Brady Harrington,
and Michael Woodworth

Finally in 2014 an intergovernmental agreement
was reached between the Big Marsh Intercounty Drainage District, Calhoun County, the City of
Battle Creek, and Emmett Charter Township. The
agreement allowed the municipalities to submit
plans to perform their own work so long as it was
acceptable to the Drainage Board and plans were
approved.

The Big Marsh Intercounty Drain was a unique
project in that it was done with a finding of no
necessity. Additionally Calhoun County Water
Resources Commissioner was a resident of the
district and had to appoint Washtenaw Water
Resources Commissioner Evan Pratt as a special
Drain Commissioner for the project.

DRAIN MANAGEMENT USING
HIGH-RESOLUTION LIDAR DATA AND
UNMANNED AERIAL SYSTEMS
Pete Buurstra, PE, Land and Resource
Engineering; Dan Fredricks, PE, Land and
Resource Engineering; Robert Goodwin, GISP,
RS&GIS, Michigan State University; Nick Weil,
GISP, RS&GIS, Michigan State University

The Minges Brook Watershed in Battle Creek had
a chronic history of flooding and included primarily
residential parcels. The municipalities were not
willing to bear the cost, but homeowners needed
help to alleviate the flooding. The Calhoun County
Road Commission stepped in since the flooding
was causing road issues. It was decided to look
at the entire 12 mile stretch, but focus on extreme
problem areas to determine the scope of the
project.
The top project areas were South Minges Road,
Lynwood, and Beckley Road. In all three areas inadequate standard culverts were replaced with
large box culverts. In the Lynwood area a by-pass
channel was also installed. A fourth area, Juanita

LIDAR
data
produces
a
precise point
cloud of the
surface of the
earth. This is
most useful for
topographic
analysis, particularly analyses involving
water flow. Many efforts are underway to collect
precise LIDAR data in Michigan. Some of this data
will be free while some will involve cost-sharing.
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WINTER CONFERENCE RECAP CONTINUED
LIDAR can be used for:
• Drainage District delineations and revisions
• Hydrologic Modeling
• Hydraulic Modeling
Benefits of Using LIDAR for Drainage District
mapping:
• Accuracy
• Cost-Effective
• Repeatable
• Defensible – Objective, not subjective
Challenges of Using LIDAR for Drainage District
Mapping
• Accurately place drains/waterways
• Enclosed drains/storm water systems
• Topographic Analysis only knows topography
• Lack of hydro-enforcement
• Need to “break through” roads and such
• Field inspection still necessary to verify/refine
drainage district boundary
Small unmanned aerial systems (UAS) are useful remote sensing tools. They fly autonomously
along a pre-programmed flight path. UAS can be
used for drain assessments in the following areas:
BOD preparation, simple measurements, to reduce the scope of topographic survey, and identify obstructions. There are many new FAA requirements regarding UAS that users should be aware
of and the FAA is expected to release additional
changes later this year.
Use the best solution for your application. The
best plan is to use a combination of LIDAR data,
surveying, and UAS to ensure accuracy yet remain efficient. Utilize LIDAR data for region-wide
or county-wide drain assessments, drain district
delineation, or other applications covering large
areas. Utilize UAS for detailed examinations and
real-time drain assessments. Utilize traditional
surveying for detailed examinations of drains obstructed by overhead vegetation, verifying the
results of UAS & LIDAR measurements, and performing data quality control.
OUTCOMES OF STREAM ALTERATION
PROJECTS
Chris Freiburger, DNR; Amy Lounds, DEQ; and
Amy Berry, DEQ

Amy Berry and Amy Lounds, DEQ
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Chris Freiburger discussed
the importance of stream
stability. From an ecological
standpoint stream stability Chris Freiburger
allows for the best habitat for
native species and supports
the healthiest ecosystem. From an economical
standpoint, a stable stream will have the greatest ability to handle flood flows and sediment
transport reducing negative effects to infrastructure such as drains, road and culvert failures, etc.
thereby reducing direct costs but also long-term
maintenance.
Historically human interaction with rivers/streams
often involves changing them to fit our needs. We
drain wetlands, build dams, straighten streams,
build dikes and armor river banks, and grow crops
in flood prone areas. Any activities that change
one section of a stream will affect other sections
near it. Streams always want to return to their natural state.
We need to change our stream management approach. Traditional measures often are not effective and add to future damage. Additional funds
are then spent treating the symptoms but not the
cause. But there are constraints to new approaches: time frames, mixed ownerships/jurisdictions,
funding, agency rules, traditional mind-sets, poor
or no design, and little accountability and monitoring.
The implications of damaged streams/rivers and
watersheds include accentuated floods and low
flows, sedimentation problems, unsafe water, loss
of ecosystems, loss of agricultural production, and
increased maintenance costs. We must understand that rivers will not respect our boundaries;
if they have flooded before they will flood again.
How we manage rivers will make a difference on
the minimization of future maintenance and damage and allow us to meet for other societal values.
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EFFECTIVE CONTROL OF HYBRID
WATERMILFOIL AND PURPLE
LOOSESTRIFE ON LAKE MITCHELL,
WEXFORD COUNTY, MICHIGAN: A
SUCCESS STORY
By: Jennifer L. Jermalowicz-Jones, PhD Candidate and
Michael J. Solomon, Wexford County Drain Commissioner

Lake Mitchell aerial photo

>

Lake Mitchell is a 2,580-acre natural, glacial
lake located in Sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 10, 11, 12,
34, 35, and 36 of Cherry Grove and Selma
Townships in Wexford County, Michigan (T. 21,
22N, R. 10W). The lake has three major tributaries
including Mitchell Creek which enters the lake from
the west side of Big Cove, Brandy Brook which enters
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the lake at the north end of Little Cove, and Gyttja
Creek which enters the lake at the north region of
the lake. There are five individual and smaller water
bodies connected to the main lake that include
Little Cove, Big Cove, Franke North Cove, Franke
South Cove, and the Torenta Canal. A significant
challenge arises due to the need to manage each

of these water bodies and the main lake which
all require different management strategies.

guidelines for the Coves and Canal, and by-laws
by the Lake Mitchell Improvement Board.

Lake Mitchell has approximately 11.4 miles of
shoreline and a mean depth of approximately 8.7
feet (Restorative Lake Sciences, 2014). The lake
contained approximately 20 acres of invasive
hybrid watermilfoil (Myriophyllum spicatum var.
sibiricum) in 2015, relative to the approximate
400 acres of the plant that once colonized the
lake in 2009. This particular plant threatens the
biodiversity of the submersed native aquatic plant
(macrophyte) communities, threatens navigation
and recreational activities, and also may harbor
bacteria and other nuisance algae that are not
beneficial to the lake’s ecosystem. Furthermore,
the plant may reduce waterfront property values.
The native aquatic plant diversity in Lake Mitchell
is very high with 27 native aquatic plant species
present so protection of these is paramount for
lake health.

Lake Mitchell Aquatic Vegatation Biovolume Map(2013)

Eurasian Watermilfoil

Restorative Lake Sciences (RLS) recommended
that selective spot-treatments with highly selective
granular systemic aquatic herbicides be used to
treat the exotic hybrid watermilfoil within the lake
and that strong contact herbicides be used to
control the nuisance native aquatic plant and algae
overgrowth in the Coves and in Torenta Canal.
A reduction in the herbicide treatment areas is
projected for ongoing years of the program if no
other invasives enter the Lake Mitchell ecosystem.
RLS also recommended continued education of
lake riparians on nutrient reduction to the lake and
lake protection Best Management Practices (BMP’s).
The current successful reduction of the invasive
species present in and around Lake Mitchell have
been a result of multiple factors including thorough
aquatic vegetation surveys, research on innovative
aquatic management methods, oversight of all
management activities, integrated management
methods, and the development of prioritized goal
statements, aquatic plant management

AQUATIC VEGETATION SURVEYS: THE
IMPORTANCE OF GOOD DATA
The Point-Intercept GPS aquatic vegetation survey
method should be conducted on most inland lakes
following large-scale aquatic herbicide treatments to
assess the changes in aquatic vegetation structure
and to record the relative abundance and locations
of native aquatic plant species. Due to the large
size and shallow mean depth of Lake Mitchell, a
bi-seasonal GPS Point-Intercept grid matrix survey
(Madsen et al. 1994; 1996) is conducted annually
to assess all aquatic plants, including submersed,
floating-leaved, and emergent aquatic plant
species. Additionally, in 2013-2015, the use of a
side-scan sonar GPS device to scan the aquatic
plant biovolume of the lake was conducted using a
Lowrance® HDS 8 unit with BioBase® software. The
scans for 2013-2015 are shown in Figures 3-5. Note
the substantial reduction of red color in 2015 relative
to 2013 and 2014. This represents a reduction in
high-growing canopy-forming plants such as milfoil.
Blue areas on the map represent lake bottom that
lacks vegetation.
| MACDC.NET | 15

LAKE MITCHELL CONTINUED

Lake Mitchell Aquatic Vegatation Biovolume Map(2014)

INNOVATIVE AQUATIC MANAGEMENT
METHODS RESEARCH
Aquatic herbicides come in many different formulas
that can be applied to aquatic vegetation in varying
doses. Since the original watermilfoil infestation
in 2009 was approximately 400 acres, scientists
from RLS experimented with varying herbicide
strengths and utilized several different systemic
herbicide products for the watermilfoil control.
The key is to not allow for the existing watermilfoil
population to develop a tolerance for a specific
herbicide and dose. This requires that both the
type of herbicide and the dose be varied a few
times throughout the treatment season and among
years. When an aggressive hybrid watermilfoil
was found in Lake Mitchell in 2012 and genetically
verified, this approach was even more critical given
the high resistance of hybrid watermilfoil to many
herbicides.

Lake Mitchell Aquatic Vegatation Biovolume Map(2015)
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Also noted was the use of biological control agents
for the reduction of Purple Loosestrife, an invasive,
exotic emergent aquatic plant that is found along the
shoreline of Lake Mitchell. Galerucella sp., a beetle that feeds on the inflorescences of the mature
plant was transplanted to each site using mature
breeding colonies that produce multiple life cycles

statements annually to determine
if they need to be revised based
on evolving lake conditions.

in a single season. Thus far, the
active colonies of beetles have
increased and the Purple Loosestrife around the lake is controlled from further expansion.
The use of a mechanical harvester with a fine mesh was also
used to reduce fine filamentous
algae found in the Torenta Canal. This removed dense biomass of algae that may not have
responded as well to solely the
use of copper algaecides. This
integrated management approach
utilizes multiple natural and chemical methods to successfully manage the invasive aquatic plant species and algae in Lake Mitchell.

AQUATIC PLANT
MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES
FOR THE COVES AND
CANAL

Purple Loosestrife

OVERSIGHT OF LAKE MANAGEMENT
ACTIVITIES
Another key to the successful reduction of hybrid
watermilfoil and other invasives in Lake Mitchell is
due to the rigorous oversight of all management
activities by professional lake scientists. These
scientists accompany a member of the Lake Mitchell
Improvement Board during the management
activities and directly oversee all treatments
by a licensed management contractor. When
this process occurs, accountability to the lake
improvement board is created and all stakeholders
can actively participate in the management
activities for the best outcome. Often, there are
adjustments in the management plan made in the
field due to the high environmental uncertainty
encountered while working on complex aquatic
ecosystems. Determination of the efficacy of lake
treatments is conducted by a member of RLS and
the Lake Mitchell Improvement Board.
DEVELOPMENT OF PRIORITIZED GOAL
STATEMENTS AND BY-LAWS
Although the Lake Mitchell Improvement Board
was one of the first lake boards in Michigan, the
roles of the lake board have evolved with time.
Specifically, the lake board created prioritized
goal statements and by-laws for them and future
members to follow. These statements define the
constitution of the board, its purpose, and define
specific management events and financial goals of
the lake board. The goals created serve as guides
for the lake board to attain each year to continue
building accountability and support with the local
riparian community. The lake board reviews these

Since Lake Mitchell is a complex
water body with multiple
smaller coves and a canal, the
management methods used
in the main lake do not apply
well to these areas since they
are shallower, contain higher
aquatic plant density, and are
not necessarily responsive to
the same techniques used in
open waters. In other words, an
integrated approach was recommended for each
individual cove and the canal and these methods
are employed annually specific to each individual
water body. Many other lakes in Michigan also
have a similar structure and could benefit from this
approach. A document describing management
preferences and methods specific to each
water body was developed by the Lake Mitchell
Improvement Board and this serves as a guide
for each year. This has led to a very successful
reduction of invasive aquatic plant species in the
other water bodies and increased satisfaction of
lake riparians that live in those areas.
The Lake Mitchell Improvement Board has worked
hard to utilize innovative and scientifically sound
lake management methods with effective oversight.
The relationship between the lake improvement
board and the consultant and management
contractors has also been critical for the successful
outcome. Rigorous lake vegetation surveys both
prior to and after implementation of treatments have
proven to be instrumental in determining treatment
efficacy and in treating new areas of invasive
aquatic plants that may occur. Due to the varied
nature of Lake Mitchell with shallow coves and a
canal, an integrated management approach with
separate prioritized goals is critical for a complete
reduction of invasives throughout the entire lake.
Lastly, the Lake Mitchell Improvement Board has
been able to save approximately $266,000 over a
six year period by using these techniques.
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Stormwater and Floodplain Management
Hydrology and Hydraulic Design
Bridge and Structural Design
Municipal Engineering
Traffic Engineering
Architecture
GIS

Engineering Strong Communities Since 1968
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ASFPM NATIONAL CONFERENCE
COMES TO GRAND RAPIDS

The Michigan Stormwater Floodplain Association
and MACDC invites you to attend the national
conference for the Association of State
Floodplain Managers, the world’s largest and
most comprehensive floodplain management
conference the week of June 19 – June 24, 2016,
at DeVos Place Convention Center in downtown
Grand Rapids. We invite you to network with
local, state, regional, tribal and federal officials,
industry leaders, consultants, and a wide variety
of experts from a vast diversity of fields by giving
a presentation relevant to our theme, “Great
Lakes, Grand Partners”.
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The Association of State Floodplain Managers
(ASFPM) annual conference is the premier
conference on flood risk management in the
U.S. Each year more than 1,200 professionals
convene to share their experience, knowledge,
and commitment to effective flood risk
management.
Strong
decision-maker
participation makes the conference an integral
event for consulting firms and product vendors
to engage clients and showcase state-of-theart tools and techniques.
INVITATION FOR SPONSORSHIP
The Michigan Stormwater Floodplain Association

is seeking local sponsors for the kickoff social event at the National
Conference.
Please help us promote your company or organization before a National
audience at the Association of State Floodplain Mangers National
Conference “Welcome Fest”.
Welcome Fest is…
• the premier kickoff social event for the
National Conference of ASFPM
• attended by hundreds of floodplain and
stormwater professionals in the field
• a great networking event
Sponsorships are essential to the success of all ASFPM Conferences. The
financial support of Welcome Fest by our sponsors demonstrates their
organizations’ commitment to effective floodplain management and the
associated applied technologies to reduce flood risk in the nation.
If you would like to become a local sponsor, please visit:
http://mifloods.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/ConfSpons.pdf
To register, or for more information, please visit:
www.asfpmconference.org
OUR CONTACT:
Mark Walton
Executive Director
Michigan Stormwater Floodplain Association
mark.l.walton@gmail.com
616-949-1569
Joe Bush
Ottawa County Water Resource Commissioner
Local MACDC Host for Welcome Fest
jsbush@miottawa.org
616-994-4530

FK Engineering
Associates
Geotechnical Engineering
Infrastructure Rehabilitation
Tunnel and Shaft Design
Civil Design

www.fkengineering.com
444 Maple Road Suite F
Troy, MI 48084
P) 248-817-2946
F) 248-817-2947

Excellence in Infrastructure and Underground Engineering
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WALKER DRAIN,
ALLEGAN COUNTY
FROM AN ISSUE NOBODY WANTED TO ADDRESS TO A LAKE
MICHIGAN GEM
By: Brian Cenci, PE, Vice President, Eng.
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The
picturesque
scene
above
bears
no
resemblance to the steep, unstable, dangerously
eroded banks that for years caused torrents of
unfiltered water and tons of sediment to flow directly into
one of our nation’s greatest treasures – Lake Michigan.
This scenic section along the banks of Lake Michigan is now
part of the Walker Drain Drainage District and falls under
the jurisdiction of the Allegan County Drain Commissioner
(ACDC).
Editor’s Note: This project received MACDC’s 2016 Innovation & Excellence Award
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WALKER DRAIN CONTINUED

Washout on Walker Road, prior to the project. Several trees and portions of private property were undercut by high
velocity storm water down the ravine, eroding the bluff out into Lake Michigan.

I

n 2011, the primary issue with the then “proposed”
Walker Drain Drainage District was the discharge
into Lake Michigan, which caused a large washout
from a newly installed culvert under Walker Road.
Water from poorly maintained ditches would overrun
streets, flood properties, and ultimately head into a
private drain that crossed under Walker Road. This
unfiltered water and sediment would then flow
from the top of a steep bluff straight down to Lake
Michigan, via a natural ravine and open channel.
During high flow periods, dramatic soil erosion
occurred resulting in significant bank loss and

Project was located in the rural Casco Township of
Allegan County along Lake Michigan
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instability. The high velocities from this runoff caused
the undercutting of adjacent banks to this ravine.
The rate of bank washout increased in recent years,
exacerbated by the installation of a 30-inch RCP
culvert by the Road Commission in 2010. Property
owners on either side of the discharge suffered
significant property losses including valuable useable
land, mature trees, and access stairways down the
bluff to the beach.

Additionally,
several
homeowners within the
“proposed”
drainage
district had significant
flooding issues in their
yards and even into
their homes. The flooding was so prevalent
that some homeowners
attempted to solve the
problem themselves by
digging drainage ditches around their properties. The frequency and
severity of the flooding
was directly attributed
to recent development

“I am happy to comment on the
Walker Drain District project…
Even though we received a
good amount of information on
the project, the final result was a
surprise to me, and a wonderful
surprise at that. The ravine was
actually beautiful, aesthetically
very balanced and pleasing...
That it accomplished the
objectives of the Project in such
a neat way is a tribute to both
the engineering group and the
construction company… So, in
summary, I am proud to show
off the ravine to visitors. I have
not heard any complaints from
any of the neighbors. I am
happy to say the engineering
and construction people did a
great job!“
–James Motiff, resident

in the area and a private system that had always
been “band-aided” without any thought to handle the
stormwater downstream.

With property owners literally spread all over the
country, the ACDC and project manager Brian Cenci,
PE used several methods to keep the lines of communication open, including:

Further exacerbating the problem, the existing ditches along Walker Road, Leon Road and 116th Avenue
had not been adequately maintained, resulting in
diminished flow and standing water. This problem
was particularly pronounced on the east side of Leon
Road, where stagnant water remained until mid-summer.

• Two scope meetings: strategically scheduled
in June of consecutive years so the largest
number of people could attend. Project
manager, Brian Cenci, PE and the Allegan
County Drain Commissioner attended both
meetings and presented project solution
options.
• The project manager, Brian Cenci, also
personally met with each interested property
owner to discuss the history of their property,
the project and potential solutions. This was
invaluable for gaining long-term support for the
project.
• The project manager Brian Cenci, on behalf of
the ACDC, sent out emails to property owners
and interested parties detailing critical points of
the project, keeping them updated and involved.
All but two property owners were on the email
list.
• Preliminary design options were also emailed to
all residents and made available for all
interested parties through the ACDC’s web site.
Discussion and comments were encouraged.

This erosion issue was “I wanted to follow-up on
not anything new for the work that was done on
ravine that borders our
the property owners the
property… Beginning with the
along the ravine, resi- planning phase of the project,
dents had been trying through the actual construction
onto the completion of all
to get remediation of and
the details that were promised,
the issue for years with the entire project was handled
the Township and Road in a professional manner. I most
appreciated the engineers
Commission. The issue (Brian Cenci, P.E.) availability
was what to do with the to discuss concerns throughout
water from upstream the course of the project and
the prompt attention they
properties and how it af- received. The final product
fected these two prop- is quite attractive and has
erties along the area addressed the issue of erosion
of the base of the ravine. Again,
of the washout. Just thank you for your excellent
getting the Drainage work and high professional
District residents to un- standards.”
derstand that the issue –Robert Goulet, resident
experienced by these
two properties and the erosion that was taking place
was not natural groundwater seepage but undercut
erosion caused by extreme amounts of runoff, was
an issue in and of itself.
Concerned about the flooding issues and erosion of valuable lakefront property, Ganges
Township filed a Chapter 3 Application and a
Chapter 4 Petition with the ACDC ultimately resulting in the Walker Drain Drainage District project and the hiring of Eng., Inc. and Quantum
Construction.
Although the drainage district was small, only 33
properties and 38 acres, the potential impact on coveted land was HUGE. With so much at stake, property owner input was critical and proved to be invaluable. One resident even hired an independent engineer to evaluate proposed solutions (subsequently,
the independent engineer agreed with Eng.’s opinions and recommendations for design). Recognizing
the value of homeowner input and cooperation, the
ACDC and Eng. made considerable effort to keep
everyone engaged and involved; most of the homes
in the district are considered vacation homes with
the homeowners absent several months of the year.

FEEDBACK FROM PROPERTY OWNERS MADE
SEVERAL DRAINAGE ISSUES APPARENT:
1. Soil erosion along steep banks was damaging
property, rendering it unusable, negatively
impacting value
2. Unmaintained roadside ditches were
ineffective, causing standing water
3. Homes and properties were flooding
4. Safety concerns existed due to flooded
roadways and steep unstable banks to Lake
Michigan
5. Project construction must be done during the
winter months to lessen the impact on the
tourist/vacation season
FEEDBACK FROM PROPERTY OWNERS ALSO
HIGHLIGHTED KEY ISSUES TO BE ADDRESSED
IN THE FINAL DRAINAGE SOLUTION:
1. The design must work – erosion and washout
of the bluff into Lake Michigan must stop
2. The design must be cost effective – there were
only 33 homes and 38 acres in the proposed
drainage district
3. The design must be aesthetically pleasing –
even though the proposed drainage district was
small (33 homes and only 38 acres), resulting
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WALKER DRAIN CONTINUED
in a “small budget,” the design needed to
respect the value of the land and the proximity
to the beauty of Lake Michigan
4. Although the end result must be visually
pleasing, the design must not encourage public
use of this private property or allow public
access to Lake Michigan
After studying the history of the land, examining the
current conditions, and talking with property owners,
it was evident that the true challenge for the project
team was to not “over design” the solution. There
were several design options that would have cost
millions of dollars to design/construct. However,
given the size of the drainage district and the limited
number of property owners to be assessed, these
options were not fiscally feasible – and therefore,
not solutions. The largest challenge of this project
was to design a functional, aesthetic solution that
enhanced the beauty of Lake Michigan, that was
affordable for the relatively small drainage district.
Ultimately, the design team developed a solution
that met all the criteria and exceeded the property
owners’ expectations.

below the grade of the road. These improvements
created unobstructed channels for the flow of water,
eliminating overrun streets and flooding in homes.
However, these improvements would also increase
the velocity and amount of water already eroding
the steep banks leading directly to Lake Michigan.
Stabilizing the banks and filtering the water now
channeled into this ravine and large wash-out was
identified as the critical element of this project.

Access to the beach and the outfall construction area
was difficult. Gabion baskets were constructed off-site to
connect each basket.

Typical Baech Outfall Cross Section Detail

With design complete and priorities set, the
project team obtained three necessary easements
(allowing the ACDC jurisdiction over the new
Walker Drain Drainage District), a DEQ permit,
and an Army Corps of Engineers permit (to
conduct work along the shore of Lake Michigan).

Walker Drain Drainages District
Total Project Cost
$366,000
Total Construction Cost
$224,000
Total Permitting Cost
$26,000

Another priority was to clean out the roadside
ditches and install two new culverts, one in Leon
Street and one under 116th Street. A grated
underdrain was also installed in a driveway that was
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Underdrains were installed beneath the geomembrane
liner to draw groundwater seepage from the bluffs down
into the gabion baskets.

Stabilizing the already severely eroding banks and
washed-out ravine was no simple feat. The project
team needed to cover an elevation change of 50
feet in a linear distance of only 250 feet. Further
complicating the design, in the time between final
design and construction, the water level of Lake
Michigan rose to cover 80 feet of beach, eliminating
the area planned for the dissipation of directed runoff
on the beach of Lake Michigan.
In the first step to stabilize the channel, underdrains
were installed the length of the open drain.

Quantum Construction worked during the winter months
under difficult working conditions

Constructed ravine looking up towards Walker Road
from the beach outfall to Lake Michigan

fiber logs were secured in place to solidify form
and reestablish vegetation. Myrtle groundcover
was also interspersed among the core fiber logs to
encourage the growth of vegetation and solidify the
banks even further. Grass was also planted along
The next layer of stabilization consisted of installing
the top of the bluffs to minimize soil
a layer of geomembrane liner, typically
used in landfills. This impermeable My property is adjacent to the erosion, begin the filtration process,
synthetic membrane was incorporated recently completed Walker and beautify the landscape around
project.
For many the existing homes and project area.
into the design to isolate the natural Drain
years, prior to the construction
seepage from the water guided of the Walker Drain, we
down the open channel drain. This experienced property damage As previously stated, the main goals of
the erosion of the ravine
this project for everyone involved were
separation allows the underdrains to from
and were concerned from a
function properly (under the liner) and safety standpoint of further to design and build a cost effective,
nearly eliminates any continued erosion erosion. Now that the project fully functioning, aesthetically pleasing
is completed, we would like
of the bluff from direct stormwater to express our appreciation project. While the goals are common
runoff (above the liner), ensuring the to all involved for a job well for every project, this project had a
foundation of the bluff will remain as done. The functionality of the series of unique challenges including
resulting project is great and it is
solid as possible.
very aesthetically pleasing from its proximity and direct impact on Lake
an appearance standpoint. Michigan. Another unique challenge
our perspective the was the bulk of the construction would
Confident in a solid channel founda- From
Drain Commissioner (Denise
tion, the stabilization of the banks Medemar),
Contractor take place during the winter months,
Construction) to minimize the disruption to the tourist
was addressed. Gabion baskets and (Quantum
and Engineer (Eng., Inc.)
mattresses, large wire mesh baskets, worked very well together as / vacation season for these residents.
were constructed off-site and filled a team that exceeded both The Contractor, Quantum Construction,
with riprap and rocks during instal- our expectations and the agreed to complete the bulk of the
neighborhoods expectations.
lation. Gabion baskets link together Brian Cenci, P.E. specifically work during the winter months. The
to create a strong, permeable yet provided
outstanding winter of 2014/2015 happened to
leadership
and
did
a very be one of the coldest and most severe
flexible structure. Eng. specifically
professional and patient job
designed the gabion baskets to be in communicating with all winters in recent years yet Quantum
installed in an overlaid step pattern. interested parties throughout Construction toughed it out nearly
every day.
This concession by
This step design continually slows the the project.
the
project
team
made the project
velocity of water as it travels down –Bob Weist, resident
exponentially
more
difficult; however,
the bluff - minimizing erosion and
the
team
was
able
to complete the
maximizing filtration. As requested
project
on
time
and
within budget.
by the homeowners, the end result is aesthetically
And
as
you
will
read
in
the
testimonials,
the property
pleasing, as the post construction photos show.
owners are very appreciative and pleased with the
outcome of this project, as is the Allegan County
To further stabilize the steep banks, the banks were
Drain Commissioner, Denise Medemar:
properly graded and coir fiber logs were placed
along both sides of the exposed bluff. The coir
These underdrains were designed to collect and
channel the natural seepage found in the soils
and bluffs along the Lake Michigan shoreline.
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WALKER DRAIN CONTINUED
“I’m very proud of this project given so many physical and financial challenges due to the size of the District.
The fact that Eng., Inc. and Quantum Construction were able to bring this design to life in harsh winter conditions
was remarkable. Our office, this team and all the property owners came together to make this project a
success. At first this project was very controversial, a lot of property owners did not want the project. However,
after the project was completed even those property owners who didn’t want the project really were pleased
with the outcome. A lot of this was due to Brian and the communication that he had with these residents
throughout the project and the terrific work by Quantum to build this in the winter months. These residents
left in the late summer one season and by the time they came back the following season it was completed. I
couldn’t ask for a better outcome.”

This picture was taken the end of April, the following Spring. Even though the work and
seeding took place in the winter, vegetation on the steep banks established quickly.

Congratulations

Denise Medemar, ACDC - The Walker Drain
2016 MACDC Innovation & Excellence Award Winner

Engineering.
Environment.
Excellence.
A TRADITION OF PERSONAL SERVICE
& SUCCESSFUL PROJECTS

4063 Grand Oak Dr., Ste A109
Lansing, MI 48911
517.887.1100
engdot.com
• 2016 The Walker Drain, ACDC - Award Winner
• 2015 Village of Middleville Towne Center Drain, BCDC Honorable Mention
• 2012 Watson & Watson Branches Drain, ECDC Honorable Mention
• 2011 Gier Sand Creek Drain, LCDC - Honorable Mention
• 2008 Towar Rain Garden Drain, ICDC - Award Winner
• 2004 Carrier Creek Drain, ECDC - Award Winner
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(248) 454-6300 | www.hrc-engr.com

Experienced
legal counsel is
not a luxury.
Fahey Schultz Burzych Rhodes plc covers the waterfront
of legal issues facing drain commissioners every day. From
the specifics of the Drain Code to special assessments to
contract disputes, condemnation and litigation, Michigan’s
most experienced municipal lawyers can help you resolve any
drain-related situation. Successfully. Efficiently. Economically.

Ross K. Bower II

Stacy L. Hissong

Lauren K. Dutcher

call: 517-381-0100
email: rbower@fsbrlaw.com
email: shissong@fsbrlaw.com
email: ldutcher@fsbrlaw.com
visit: www.fsbrlaw.com
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EMERGENCY
STABILIZATION
OF UNDERMINED
FOUNDATIONS /
RUMMELL DRAIN

n By: Hosam S. Yaldo, P.E., Peter A. Margules, P.E. of NTH Consultants, Ltd.,
Michael McMahon, P.E. of the Oakland County Water Resources Commissioner’s Office

Oakland County Water Resources
Commissioner’s office retained NTH Consultants, Ltd.
(NTH) to investigate the condition of the Rummell Drain
due to the appearance of sink
holes on Northwestern Highway’s Service Drive, in the
City of Southfield, Michigan.
The condition assessment
indicated culvert footings
under the roadway were undermined due to flows from
two outlets of stormwater
drains from the Service Drive.
NTH developed a stabilization system using grout-filled
geobags to stabilize the undermined footings. Following
the stabilization operation, a
new concrete base slab was
placed to prevent future ero- Sinkhole on Northwestern Highway (M-10) Service Drive after grouting
sion of the drain floor. Construction activities comhighway over various stream channels, including
pleted within six weeks averted collapse of the
that which would become the Rummell Drain,
roadway and resulted in a stabilized drain.
typically were accomplished using three-sided,
reinforced concrete culverts with unimproved
PROJECT APPROACH:
earth for the channel bottoms. The culverts were
supported on conventional, shallow strip footings
The Rummell Drain is part of a drainage network
that were intended to bear upon undisturbed
that conveys water from several communities
existing soils. As part of the conversion of the
in southeastern Oakland County, Michigan, to
highway to a depressed, limited access freeway
the Rouge River. Originally this tributary was
in the 1960s, the two culverts carrying the
an open, natural watercourse over its length;
divided highway over the drain were connected
however, at the construction of Northwestern
to form a single, three-sided culvert. The culvert,
Highway (Michigan highway M-10) circa 1930,
totaling approximately 360 feet in length, is
minor relocation of the drain was made in the
maintained by the Michigan Department of
vicinity of the highway. Crossings of the divided
Transportation (MDOT). In the late 1960s and
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early 1970s the portion of the drain north and
east of Northwestern Highway was enclosed
for a distance of approximately 2.5 miles. The
downstream portion of the enclosure consists
of a four-sided, rectangular, reinforced concrete
box having dimensions roughly matching those
of the three-sided culvert at Northwestern
Highway. The invert of the box matches the top
of the strip footings of the culvert where the two
are connected. The four-sided box is part of the
Rummell Drain and is maintained by the Oakland
County Water Resources Commissioner’s Office.
On November 7, 2013, NTH was contacted by
the Oakland County Water Resources Commissioner’s Office (WRC) as a result of a
sinkhole that had developed in the area of
the westbound Northwestern Highway service drive between 10 Mile Road and Civic
Center Drive in Southfield, Michigan. The
sinkhole was in the vicinity of the Rummell Drain
at the connection of the four-sided box with the
three-sided culvert.
Southfield Department of Public Works (DPW) staff
members, who are responsible for maintenance
of the service drive, noted that the area where the
current sinkhole was observed had been settling
for some time. Previously, fill had been placed in
the area to stabilize the sinkhole location and the
adjacent light pole; however, based on the more
recent settlement of pavement and the ground
adjacent to the service drive as well as their concern
for the stability of the roadway, Southfield DPW staff
had contacted the WRC to investigate whether the
presence of the underlying Rummell Drain could
be contributing to formation of the sinkhole. By
introducing water with dye into the sinkhole area,
WRC staff was able to confirm communication
between the sinkhole and the culvert.
NTH visited the site on November 8, 2013, observed
the sinkhole, noted surrounding utilities that might
have been contributing to the sinkhole formation,
and assessed access for an entry of the underlying
Rummell Drain by NTH staff. A Southfield DPW
crew had previously entered the drain at the
downstream end of the three-sided culvert and
noted that the drain invert had been eroded
approximately 360 feet from the entry point. The
location of the erosion generally corresponded to
the overlying sinkhole and plotted approximately
at the outer edge of the service drive pavement.
During an entry on November 11, 2013, NTH staff
observed that the point where the erosion was
noted by the Southfield DPW crew corresponded

to the location where the four-sided box drain
discharges into the three-sided culvert. The NTH
entry crew also observed the eroded area was
in the vicinity of 42-inch and 30-inch diameter
pipes located high on the walls of the three-sided
culvert that convey storm water drainage from the
overlying roadway into the Rummell Drain.
The inspection team also observed that the earthen
bottom of the drain had an irregular surface with
water depths varying along the length of the threesided culvert. In addition, a considerable amount of
debris was noted in the invert within this reach. The
bottom had experienced substantial erosion that
extended from the area of the road drain outlets
to approximately 60 feet downstream on the west
side and to about 40 feet downstream on the
east side of the culvert. Within this area, the invert
soils had been eroded away to below the bottom
of the culvert footing. Probing of this area during
the November 11, 2013, entry indicated that the
undermining extended up to 5 feet behind the face
of the west footing and up to about 3 feet behind
the face of the east footing. Further, upstream of
the depressions where the Rummell box structure
connects to the three-sided culvert structure
beneath the Northwestern Highway service drive,
the base slab was also noted to be undermined at
least 4 feet.
Based on NTH’s findings in the field, it was
recommended that the middle service drive
lane be closed immediately (in addition to the
previously closed outside lane) to keep load off
the undermined section of culvert and prevent
the road from collapsing while a plan was being
developed to stabilize the foundations of the threesided culvert and box sections.

Contract drawing for underpinning and base slab
construction requirements
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RUMMELL DRAIN CONTINUED
Accordingly, a plan was prepared that incorporated
three phases of work to repair the sinkhole and
restore support to the undermined features:
• Initial stabilization to improve the support of the
culvert footings and box immediately and avoid
catastrophic movement of the culvert and/or
drain box
• Grouting to fill the sinkhole and related void
spaces as well as the areas not directly treated
by the initial stabilization
• Floor filling to provide protection to the channel
bottom and prevent future erosion of the
channel bottom within the three-sided culvert
immediately downstream of the four-sided box
Close up of grout bag

Fully filled bags had a height of roughly 8 inches
and, based on the depth of the scour, up to 3 bags
(vertically) were needed to re-establish contact
between the bags and the underside of the
footing. As such, the placement and filling of bags
was generally repeated two to three times at each
underpinning location. Once the footings were
safely underpinned and the threat of significant
settlement had been eliminated, the spaces
between the bags were filled with additional
geobags that were grouted in a similar manner.

Temporary inflatable dam used to isolate repair area
from upstream portions of the drain

REPAIR PROCEDURES:

During this process, grout pipes were inserted
between the bags and once the entire reach of
undermined footing had been supported, the areas
behind the bags were filled with cement grout
mixed with bentonite such that all of the eroded
materials below the footings were replaced. A

Stabilization of the Rummell Drain and repair of the
invert erosion and undermining was performed
over the period from December 9, 2013, to January
22, 2014. Prior to the repairs, NTH prepared a
memorandum, plans, and specifications that
describe procedures and other details for the
repairs.
In general, the repair procedure initially focused
on stabilizing the culvert by underpinning the
undermined footings. This was accomplished using
geobags that were placed under the footing and
then filled with cement grout under pressure. To
facilitate the stabilization operation, the contractor
installed two temporary dams to isolate the work
area, bypassed the flow, and pumped water from
within the isolated area. Initially, pairs of bags were
placed at approximately 10 to 15 feet on center and
filled with grout, and then additional single bags
were stacked centered on the pairs and also filled
with grout to form roughly pyramidal piles beneath
the footings.
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Workers filling grout

similar process of placing geobags, filling them
with grout, and subsequently grouting behind the
geobags was used to stabilize the undermined and
broken downstream end of the four-sided box base
slab and was done concurrently with stabilization of
the culvert footings. All of the grout was prepared
and pumped from the surface through nearby

existing manholes, such that no access shafts were
required to complete the stabilization project.
An additional repair procedure took place at the
surface of the roadway. A vacuum truck was used
to water-jet a 21-foot long steel pipe (two inches
in diameter) through the surface depressions/
sinkholes behind the service drive’s outside
curb on both the east and west sides of the
culvert. This was an effort to find the edge of the
top of the culvert and then advance the 21-foot
steel pipe behind the culvert wall and pressure
grout the voids in this area. Once the bottom
of the voided area was detected, the pressure
grouting process to fill the void would begin.
As the grout was being placed, the grout pressure
gauge would fluctuate between roughly 12 and
20 pounds per square inch (psi) and when the
gauge would “spike” to above 25 psi the steel
grout pipe would be raised one foot and grouting
would be resumed. This process continued until
grout was visible at the ground surface. After the
ground surface pressure grouting procedure, grout
staining/seepage was noticed at the top of the west
culvert wall approximately 10 to 15 feet downstream
of the broken edge of the culvert floor. On the basis
of this observation, NTH concluded that grout had
filled the voided area behind the culvert wall and
above the culvert ceiling.
Once the grouting program was completed, the
floor filling process was started. Approximately 65
feet of the channel bottom within the upstream end
of the three-sided culvert was filled with grout, and
a concrete slab having a minimum thickness of 12
inches was placed to stabilize the channel bottom.
Steel fibers were incorporated in the concrete mix
to improve the durability properties of the material.
The upstream end of the concrete slab was placed
to match the top of the four-sided box base slab
and sloped down 12 inches over a length of 10 feet,
at which point the remainder of the concrete slab
was cast with an essentially horizontal surface.
A 12-inch thickness of riprap was placed for a
distance of 10 feet downstream of the end of the
concrete slab to provide a transition to the natural
channel bottom.
CONCLUSION:
Through planning and action, the team was able to
stabilize the undermined features, fill the remaining
void space beneath and surrounding the threesided culvert and box drain and create a stable floor
to prevent future undermining at the downstream
end of the box drain.

This project demonstrates a practical approach to
addressing scouring and loss of support beneath
culvert footings of similar construction. Because a
similar design approach was used at other locations
along Northwestern Highway and elsewhere, it is
possible that this type of repair may be required
elsewhere along the highway. In addition, it
appears that since similar design was common for
other roadway projects built in the same time frame,
routine inspection of such culverts is necessary,
and similar repairs may be required on many other
roadways throughout the state.
The use of the existing manholes and storm water
management features made construction of any
access shaft(s) or other significant excavation to
reach the areas where repairs were performed
unnecessary, thereby decreasing construction
time, additional costs related to handling and
disposal of excavated soil, and the use of new
materials brought from off site. Also, the inflatable
dams used for isolating the work areas from the
remainder of the drain were lightweight and
used less total material than other approaches
to produce a comparable dam, such as stacked
cement bags or sandbags with a liner. Further, the
dams were reusable and could be easily repaired
if damaged.

Completed Repair

Hydrologic / Hydraulic Modeling
Collection System Design
Water/Wastewater Treatment Design
Flow Meter Data Collection and Testing

Applied Science, Inc.
Consulting Engineers Since 1984
www.asi-detroit.com

30+ Years of Providing Engineering Excellence
Detroit Headquarters
300 River Place Drive Suite 5400
Detroit, MI 48207
Ph: (313) 567-3990 FAX: (313) 567-3750

Branch Office - Cleveland, OH
Field Office - Southfield, MI
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2016 MACDC WINTER
CONFERENCE AWARDS
MACDC HONORS NEW LIFE MEMBER:

MACDC President Roger Zilke presents Stephen May
with the MACDC’s highest honor, the Life Membership
Award

INNOVATION & EXCELLENCE AWARDS:
WALKER DRAIN
In 2011, the primary issue with the then “proposed”
Walker Drain Drainage District was the discharge
into Lake Michigan, which caused a large washout.
Water from poorly maintained ditches would overrun
streets, flood homes, and ultimately head into a drain
that crossed under Walker Road. This unfiltered
water and sediment would flow from the top of a
steep bluff straight down to Lake Michigan, via the
open channel. During high flow periods, dramatic
soil erosion occurred resulting in significant bank
loss and instability.
This project had a series of unique challenges
including its proximity and direct impact on Lake
Michigan. Another unique challenge was the
bulk of the construction take place during the
winter months, to minimize the disruption to the
tourist/vacation season. The team was able to
complete the project on time and within budget.

The Michigan Association of County Drain
Commissioners honored former Lenawee County
Drain Commissioner, Stephen May with the Geoffrey
H. Seidlein Life Membership Award. Mr. May became
Lenawee County Drain Commissioner in 1996,
succeeding Don Mitchell, who at the time was the
longest serving Drain Commissioner in the state. May
also served as President of the Michigan Association
of County Drain Commissioners (MACDC) from 2007
to 2008. May resigned as Drain Commissioner last
fall to head the River Raisin Watershed Council.
Innovation and Excellence Award Winner for Walker
Drain: Ed Plockmeyer, Mel Plockmeyer, Luke Plockmeyer,
Denise Medemar, Brian Cenci, Kriss Dee Kraker, Brent
Scholten

Roger Zilke presents Dale Deibel with the McLeod Award

MACDC also awarded the Darwin Mcleod
Distinguished Service Award to Dale Deibel.
Mr. Deibel was President of Spicer Group, Inc. from
1993 to 2005 and dedicated many hours to the
Association.
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PROJECT TEAM:
Denise Medemar, Allegan County Drain
Commissioner
Engineer: ENG, Inc
Contractor: Quantum Construction
FREELAND DRAINAGE IMPROVEMENTS
The community of Freeland has several county
drains that flow through town - two of the largest
being the Ostrander Drain and the Freeland Tile
Drain. Both drains play an important role in providing
drainage to this small community which is located
along the Tittabawassee River and is surrounded
by agricultural fields. The Ostrander Drain
provides drainage to approximately 580 acres in

Tittabawassee Township. The drain passes through
a large 18-foot-deep ravine in the middle of Freeland
before outletting into the Tittabawassee River. The
drain had over 30 years of documented erosion
issues, which were very hard to address with small
routine maintenance projects due to the drain being
located in the large ravine and close proximity of
houses and businesses to the drain right of way. The
lower portion of the drain is unique as it drops 22 feet
in elevation over 1,200 feet of length leading up to
the outlet into the Tittabawassee River.
The project incorporated many innovative
approaches to make the project as affordable as
possible, but the design team had to take on many
additional levels of complexity in order to save
money on the up-front construction and long-term
maintenance.

address the remainder of maintenance and provide
a consistently operating drain throughout its entire
course. The long term managed approach to drain
maintenance appears to have been a great success.

Honorable Mention for the Corcoran Intercounty Drain:
Alan Boyer, Ed Vandenbos, Tony Newman,
Brady Harrington, Phil Hanses, Patrick Lindemann

PROJECT TEAM:
Brady Harrington, MDARD, Intercounty Drains
Phil Hanses, Clinton County Drain Commissioner
Patrick E. Lindemann, Ingham County Drain
Commissioner
Tony Newman, Shiawassee County Drain
Commissioner
Engineer: LSG Engineers & Surveyors
Contractor: Ed Vandenboss, T & E Farms
Innovation and Excellence Award Winners for Freeland
Drainage Improvements: BrianWendling, Nick Czerwinski,
PE. Marya Colpaert, Ron Hansen, PE, PS

PROJECT TEAM:
Brian J. Wendling, Saginaw County Public Works
Commissioner
Engineer: Spicer Group, Inc.
Contractor: Nicol & Sons, Inc.; American Excavating;
Insituform Technologies
Other Firms/Individuals: Saginaw County Road
Commission; Tittabawassee Township; MDOT;
MDEQ; US Army Corp. of Engineers;
US Fish & Wildlife
HONORABLE MENTIONS:
CORCORAN INTERCOUNTY DRAIN
The Corcoran Intercounty Drain was established in
1960 by an order consolidating the Corcoran Drain,
the Brundige Joint Drain and the Shaw Joint Drain. It
provides drainage for the southeast corner of Bath
Township in Clinton County, the southwest corner of
Woodhull Township in Shiawassee County and the
northwest corner of Williamstown Township in Ingham
County. Maintenance was prioritized to address the
areas of greatest concern in the first year by opening
the channel. Subsequent years were intended to

GREEN #4 CONSOLIDATED DRAIN
The Green #4 Consolidated Drain is located in the
area of the first settlement of Delhi Charter Township,
Ingham County, Michigan, when both the community
and the Drain were known as Delhi Center. Originally
established by a Township Drain Commissioner
in 1895, the once open channel drain supported
agricultural and rural land use within the Township.
The Green #4 Consolidated Drain is a large, urban
retrofit public drain system that is based on LIDS
(bioretention). Although LIDS is ideally suited for
retrofitting drainage because it uses less land and can
more easily be integrated with existing infrastructure
like roads, buildings, and utilities, LIDS has not been
used much nationally or in Michigan at this project’s
scale and scope.
PROJECT TEAM:
Patrick Lindemann, Ingham County Drain
Commissioner
Engineer: Spicer Group, Inc.
Contractor: E.T. MacKenzie Co.
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CONFERENCE AWARDS CONTINUED
from MDEQ, the only grant of this type awarded in
Michigan. Grant requirements included water quality
monitoring. A paired watershed approach will be
applied to document the effectiveness of the new
stormwater management system.

Honorable Mention for Green #4 Consolidated Drain:
Larry Protasiewicz, PE and Patrick Lindemann

GREENWOOD COOLING LOOP ADDITION
When DTE Energy made the decision to expand
its cooling water reservoir to an area that impacted
county drains, it collaborated with St. Clair County
Drain Commissioner Bob Wiley. Together, they
created a project that would not only accomplish
DTE’s goals, but also improve the drains and create
additional habitat for the many species of wildlife that
reside on the property.

Honorable Mention for the Park West Project:
Claire Schwartz, PE, FTC&H and Joe Bush Ottawa County
Water Resources Commissioner

The 100 acre addition to the plant cooling reservoir
is a benefit to plan operations. It also provides a
benefit to the watershed by retaining runoff from the
farmland that the facility replaced.

PROJECT TEAM:
Joe Bush, Ottawa County Water Resources
Commissioner
Engineer: Fishbeck, Thompson, Carr & Huber, Inc.

Serving the
Government
Market in:
Honorable Mention for the Greenwood project: Robert Wiley,
Lara Beyer, Jim Hartson

PROJECT TEAM:
Robert Wiley, St. Clair County Drain Commissioner
Engineer: BMJ Engineers & Surveyors, Inc
Contractor: Dan’s Excavating, Inc
PARK WEST DRAIN GREEN INFRASTUCTURE
PROJECT
The Park West Drain Drainage District is located in
Park Township and comprises 3,800-acres (6 square
miles). The Park West Drain outlets to Winstrom
Creek, a tributary of Lake Macatawa. Seven miles of
bioswales were constructed along county roadways
and within private easements to filter stormwater
runoff and provide a necessary outlet for high flows.
As a result of this project’s complexity, the Ottawa
County Water Resources Commissioner received
a $1.73 million Innovation and Technology Grant
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• Engineering
• Surveying
• Master Planning
• GIS
• Drafting
• Environmental
For more information:
Arne Larsen, P.E., Civil Engineering Group Mgr.

616-392-5938

HollandEngineering.com

Engineers | Surveyors
We can help you manage your stormwater needs

Employee-Owned
Community-Centered

High Quality,
Value-Added Services

Infrastructure | Land Development | Surveying
www.sda-eng.com | (800) 598-1600

Worldwide research and collaboration
gives EJ the edge in creating the best
infrastructure solutions—with a focus on
safety, functionality, and ergonomics.

Learn more at ejco.com or call 800 626 4653
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ASSOCIATE MEMBER NEWS
JOHN R. MICHALSKI PROMOTED TO VICE
PRESIDENT AND DIRECTOR OF ASI
Applied Science, Inc. (ASI) announces
the promotion of John R. Michalski,
P.E. to the roles of Vice President and
Director of ASI. Mr. Michalski received
a B.S. in Civil Engineering from Michigan
MICHALSKI
State University and a M.S. in Civil
Engineering from Wayne State University. He has
worked at ASI for over 22 years and has specialized in
the fields of water supply, storm water, and wastewater
collection and treatment. He has overall responsibility
for the management of the work performed in ASI’s
Detroit office.
FLEIS & VANDENBRINK (F&V) RECENTLY ADDED
SEVEN NEW EMPLOYEES, INCLUDING A SENIORLEVEL PROJECT MANAGER FOR ITS PROCESS
GROUP IN GRAND RAPIDS
Tim LeTourneau, PE brings 30 years of
experience in the water and wastewater
field. The certified project management
professional (PMP), who holds F1 and S1
licenses, will be developing and leading
projects related to asset management
and water treatment. LeTourneau,
LETOURNEAU
who has served as a water treatment
plant superintendent for two large municipalities, is a
recognized expert in the water treatment sector and a
past president of the American Water Works Association
Michigan Section (AWWA-MI).
To meet the growing demand for municipal engineering
services, three Engineers-In-Training (EITs) have been
also been hired. The entry level engineers include Scott
Hall, Kyle Isaacson and Andy Beitel.
Hall, an F&V intern the past three years,
joins the process group in Grand Rapids.
The 2015 Michigan Technological
University graduate has a degree in
environmental engineering and will
support design efforts related to water
and wastewater treatment facilities.
HALL
He will develop asset management
plans, engineering studies and designs, while providing
permitting, construction and operations assistance.

ISAACSON

Beitel joins the Traverse City office as
a civil engineer. The Ohio Northern
University graduate will assist with
the design of water, wastewater,
stormwater and road projects and
assist with construction observation
and administration of utility projects and
BEITEL
utility system management reporting.
Beitel brings a construction management background
having previously worked on large commercial
construction projects and managed construction
documents, schedules and budgets with a private
construction company.
Rounding out the new hires in Grand Rapids are Dan
Otero, Diannielle Ruff and Peter Tierney.
Otero, who recently completed the
Information Security and Intelligence
program at Ferris State, joins the IT
group as an office assistant. Otero had
worked at local hospitals upgrading and
maintaining computers. His customer
support and troubleshooting skills will
OTERO
be used in resolving end user technical
issues and handling fleet management tasks.
Ruff, a Central Michigan University
graduate, has been hired on full time
as a marketing group administrative
assistant. Ruff had been a part-time
Human Resources assistant with the
firm since 2014. Ruff’s knowledge
of F&V will be a valuable tool as she
RUFF
assists proposal preparation as well as
corporate and client promotions.
Tierney, a University of Dayton
sophomore civil engineering student,
will be interning with F&V this summer.
His duties will include AutoCAD
drafting, design assistance and field
inspections.
TIERNEY
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Isaacson joins the Farmington Hills office
as a CAD technician / civil engineer. The
Michigan Tech graduate has construction
and design experience related to
roadways as a former Department of
Transportation construction inspector.
He will be working as a project engineer
on road, sewer and water main design.

FLEIS & VANDENBRINK EMPLOYEES,
INCLUDING THREE ASSOCIATES, HAVE BEEN
PROMOTED

EverydayBrilliance
Brilliant engineering solutions - delivered daily.

Troy Stahl, a senior project manager
in Indiana, has been named Principal.
Associates Don DeVries, PE, and Bob
Wilcox, PE, have been promoted to
Senior Associates. Cath Garnham, a
regional manager for F&V’s Operations
and Resource Management, has been
STAHL
named an Associate. The announcement
was made recently at the annual breakfast which
celebrates the company’s anniversary.
Stahl, who joined the firm in September 2011, has been
the Group Manager for F&V’s Indiana operations. His
specialty is in transportation. Stahl becomes the sixth
Principal in the firm and the first chosen since 2006.
Others are Fleis, Paul Galdes, Brian Rice, Rich Grant and
Craig Shumaker.

DEVRIES

DeVries, a West Michigan Municipal
Group Manager, and Wilcox, a Senior
Project Manager for the Process Group,
are the first employees to be named
Senior Associates since the firm was
founded in 1993 by Fleis and Steve
Vanden Brink.

DeVries, who joined the firm in May of 1994, was the
company’s fourth engineer to be hired. The civil engineer
specializes in roadways and water systems projects.
Wilcox, who joined F&V in February of 1999, specializes
in planning, design, construction, startup and operations assistance for water
and wastewater treatment systems
projects.
Garnham, who received the Michigan
Water
Environment
Association’s
WILCOX
executive director award in 2015,
oversees operations at the Tawas Utilities Authority.

GARNHAM

Fleis said Garnham manages 10
FVOP employees and three facilities
in northeast Michigan and she’s been
a great administrative and technical
supporter to Blair Selover, the group’s
manager. She also helps in a number of
areas for the Operations Group.

Garnham, who has been involved in water and
wastewater operations now for 25 years, was hired in
July of 2012. She is one of 13 associates with the firm
and the first woman to receive that honor.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
MAY 19, 2016
Northwest District Meeting
Mecosta County
MAY, 2016 (DATE TBD)
Southeast District Meeting
Leslie Park Golf Course, Ann Arbor
MAY 20, 2016
Southwest District Meeting
Allegan County
AUGUST 17 – 19, 2016
MACDC Annual Summer Conference
Shanty Creek Resort, Bellaire
SEPTEMBER 16 – 18, 2016
Michigan Association of Counties
Annual Conference
Boyne Mt. Resort, Boyne Falls
Editor’s Note: to place your event on this
calendar, contact us at 517.484.9761.

Legal counsel that helps local
government work effectively.
Our Local Government Law practice group
works with local governments and public
authorities to ensure the efficient and costeffective delivery of vital public services.
We provide specialized legal expertise in
areas as diverse as zoning and land use
planning, bond issues, special assessments,
tax increment financing, DDAs and other
public authorities, labor contracts and
arbitration, employee benefits, elections,
environmental regulation and many other
matters affecting local governments. For
more than 50 years, skilled Mika Meyers
attorneys have helped public-sector
entities meet the ever-increasing demands
of their constituents and communities.
For more information on how our Local
Government Law team can assist your
community, visit mikameyers.com.

900 Monroe NW Grand Rapids, MI 49503
(616) 632-8000
mikameyers.com
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STORMWATER = STUDIES + DESIGN + FUNDING

OHM-Advisors.com
twitter.com/OHMadvisors

facebook.com/OHMadvisors

Bankfull
Determinations
Geomorphic
Assessments
Natural Channel
Design
Hydrologic
and Hydraulic
Assessments
Stormwater Wetland
Design
Low Impact Site
Design
Wetland/Floodplain
Restoration
Floodplain
Assessments and
Regulatory Permitting
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MICHIGAN’S
#1 BOND COUNSEL
FOR DRAIN PROJECTS
Serving the Public Finance Needs of Drain
Commissioners for Over 45 Years

Terence M.
Donnelly
248.433.7224

Roger A.
Swets
616.336.1043

J. Bryan
Williams
248.433.7289

Wendy R.
Underwood
248.433.7238

Paul M.
Wyzgoski
248.433.7255

2600 W. Big Beaver Rd., Ste. 300 | Troy, MI 48084
200 Ottawa Ave., N.W., Ste. 1000 | Grand Rapids, MI 49503

ARIZONA
KENTUCKY
WASHINGTON DC
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